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Due Diligence Report on Social Safeguards 
CW3B: Improving 5 roads, 61.9 Km in Kampong Speu Province.  
 

1. Background  

 
1. Under the Rural Roads Improvement Project II, the Royal Government of the Kingdom of Cambodia 

is intended to rehabilitate about 1,200 kilometers (km) of rural roads in ten provinces to DBST 
paved condition. The rehabilitated roads will provide poor rural provinces with a safer, cost-effective 
rural road network with all-year access to markets and other social services. There are five key 
outputs in this project (i) rural road improvements; (ii) rural road asset management; (iii) rural road 
safety and community awareness program; (iv) project management support; and (v) connectivity 
improvements for Mekong River Islands. 

2. Rural Road Improvements is a first output of the project. ADB aim to improve rural roads to climate 
resilient paved condition. Out of the twelve civil works contracts under this output, one will be a pilot 
performance-based contract over a 5.5-year duration. This output also includes green planting and 
design and implementation supervision consulting services. 

3. The project has been categorized as “B” for environment and “C” for Involuntary Resettlement and 
Indigenous people under ADB's Safeguard Policy Statement (SPS). Paved rural roads will 
significantly benefit poor and physically isolated rural residents in the project provinces, including 
women and children. Local economic development depends on improved connectivity, and paved 
roads reduce travel time, increase conveniences, and make it safer for women and girls to travel 
farther from home. Better access to services will improve rural residents’ health and educational 
attainment. The social assessments in the project areas during project design confirmed that there is 
no presence of indigenous peoples 

4. The civil work contract package of CW3B aims to improve 5 roads, 61.9 Km, in Kampong Speu 
Province from laterite to DBST pavement condition. This contract was previously awarded to the 
Vietnamese firm, Huong Giang Consultancy Investment and Construction Joint Stock Company, 
and the contract was signed on 27 December 2017 under the RRIP II-AF. Given the first time 
extension, the contract completion period was extended from 25 June 2020 to 31 December 2020. 
Since the contractor has maintained poor performance and failed to comply with the subsequent 
notices to correct and other contract’s conditions, finally the Contract was terminated by the 
Employer on 21 December 2020 through letter No.186 RRIP II/MRD and in accordant with the 
ADB’s No-Objection letter dated 16 December 2020 as presented in the Annex 3.  

5. The proposed five roads with a total length of 61.9 km are located in 10 communes in Kampong 
Speu province. It will benefit a total of 88,360 population including 67,201 (or 76.05%) women, and 
with a total of 20,171 households and of which 4,298 are women headed households. The project 
will also benefit around 799 poor households (level 1 poor) and 1,521 level 2 poor (Commune Data, 
2020). The Due Diligence on social safeguard of all five road was conducted and cleared during the 
detailed design stage in Quarter 2, 2017 then the procurement for selection of contractor was caried 
out accordingly. During the construction period performed by the previous contractor, safeguard 
compliance was regularly monitored by the SEO and construction supervision consultant. All 
safeguard impact were corrected and reported in the monitoring report. Since the existing available 
road width was larger than the proposed requirement for pavement, then there was no major impact 
was identified during the previous implementation. 

6. The Project Management Unit (PMU) of RRIP II is now under the process of bidding preparation to 
select a new contractor to complete the remaining works. Obviously, the progress made under the 
previous contract was about 40% of which earthworks is a main part of completed work scope. Meaning 
that all road sections were cleared and road foundation was constructed and all concerned safeguard 
impacts have been regularly monitored but since the project site was abandoned from early of 2020 
which is almost one year passed, therefore there is a need to conduct the due diligence in order to 
confirm any anticipated safeguard impacts and to be properly provided a mitigation measure prior to 
restart the construction works. In this connection, the SEO team of the PMU with technical assistant 
from DDIS’s safeguard consultant, has conducted a site investigation and prepared the Due Diligence 
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Report (DDR) accordingly. The DDR is crucial document that is required to submit to ADB for review 
and approval and further disclose on the ADB’s website prior to advertisement of selection the new 
contractor.   

2. Purpose and Objective of the Report  
 

7. Ministry of Rural Development (MRD) assisted by the DDIS’s safeguard consultant conducted the Due 
Diligence on social safeguard to improve the 5 project roads from laterite road to DBST condition 
pavement under the rebidding process. This report has been prepared to assess the project’s impact in 
terms of land acquisition resettlement or livelihood impact. The objective is to reconfirm that whether 
the improvement of the 5 project roads (completion of a remaining works, may cause anticipated 
resettlement or livelihood impacts for the local residents and communities living along the 5 project 
roads which may trigger involuntary resettlement.  

3. Current Status of the 5 project roads 
 

8. The 5 roads are existing roads which were already cleared and already constructed the road foundation 
by previous contractor. Meaning that there is no need to make further widening from the current road’s 
width. The contractor will directly repair damages and further construct the upper layers. The current 
condition of the five roads its existing top layer is shown in Table 1 below:  

 

Table 1: Current condition of 5 project roads 

Road 
No. 

Road 
Length 

(km) 
Actual Layers Condition of the Roads 

  
Embankm

ent 
Subgrade Sub-base Base Course DBST 

      
Prime 
Coat 

1st Layer 

KSP3 11.1 Completed Completed Completed Completed 

Completed 
form        

Sta. 3+950 
to 11+100 

Sta. 3+950 to 
11+100 

KSP7 4.7 Completed 
Sta. 0+000 
to 4+700 

Not yet   Not yet  Not yet  Not yet  

KSP8 17.8 Completed 
Sta. 0+000 
to 12+500 

 Not yet  Not yet Not yet  Not yet  

KSP9 11.5 Completed Completed 
Sta. 

0+000 to 
11+500 

Not yet   Not yet Not yet  

KSP10 16.8 Completed Completed 
Sta. 

0+000 to 
12+500 

 Not yet Not yet  Not yet  

 

Source: DDIS-CS1C, May 2020 (Related Documents to Review for the Termination of the Contract-
CW3B) 

9. One among five roads has completed works up to DBST level whereas other four roads have been 
completed the embankment and subgrade layer only. Given this condition, the local communities 
are still facing difficulties with dusty during dry season and slippery issue during rainy season which 
caused by active traffic flow. The people are really in need the DBST pavement in order to improve 
their living condition.  

10. The current width of five roads is wide enough to accommodate the required width for improvement 
as shown in the Table 2 below and the project location map and typical cross section of each road 
is presented below.  
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Table 2:  Existing road’s width and required pavement 
 

No. Road ID Road Name 

Length 
(Km) 

Available 
Width 
(m) 

Required 
width for 

improvement 
(m) 

Required 
corridor of  
impacts 

1 KSP3 Trapaing Orp-Prey Kandal 11.1 10-11 8 10 
2 KSP7 Sahak Kom Lek-Pheak Kdey 4.7 10-11 7 10 
3 KSP8 Ampil Teuk-Sambo 17.8 8-9 7 8 
4 KSP9 Ampil Phaem-Tanpaing Snoul 11.5 10-11 7 10 
5 KSP10 Rong Roung-Thmey 16.8 10-11 7 10 

Total 05  61.9    

Note: Four roads including KSP7, KSP8, KSP9 and KSP10 will be paved with 5 meters of DBST 
(carriage way) plus1 meter both sides of shoulder (Typical Cross Section Type-B) and KSP3 
requires 7 meters for carriageway plus 0.5 meter both sided of shoulder (Typical Cross 
Section Type-KSP3) as shown in figure 2, figure 3, and figure 4. 
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   Figure 1: Project Location Map 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

            Figure 2: Typical road cross section of design (KSP7, KSP8, KSP9 and KSP10) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

             

           Figure 3: Typical road cross section of design (KSP3) 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
  

TYPICAL CROSS SECTION TYPE-B 
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Figure 4: Typical road cross section of design CW3B (KSP3, KSP7, KSP8, KSP9 and KSP10)  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: DDIS-CS1C, 2020, Drawing of Bidding Document  

4. Methodology for Impacts Assessment 

10. Free, prior and informed consultations were conducted by the SEO team (with technical assistant of 

DDIS’s safeguard consultant) at commune office along the 5 project roads. The project consultant 
and SEO team cooperated with Kampong Speu PDRD to conduct a consultation meeting with 

commune chiefs, local authorities, and vendors along the 5 project roads in order to discuss and 

exchange opinions or to hear their related concerns about road improvement. The objective of 

meeting is to confirm the anticipated environment and social impacts i.e. livelihood and involuntary 

resettlement. The project information including, information booklet, grievance redress mechanisms 

leaflets were distributed to all participants (Annex 4). In addition, visual site observation has also 

been carried out together with the accompanying of local authorities and villagers. 

5. Social and Environmental Impact Assessment  

5.1 Consultation and Participation 

11. The project consultant and the SEO team of the Project Management Unit (PMU) made a site visit 

from 11-16 January 2021 to conduct Due Diligence on social safeguard for the 5 project roads 

under CW3B. All commune chiefs, local authorities, and vendors along the 5 project roads were well 

informed prior to the consultation meeting. The objective of meeting was precisely announced by 

the SEO team and well understood by all participants. The consultation meetings and site visits 

have been successfully completed as the planned schedule with the fruitful results. Local authorities 
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and residents expressed their very warm welcome to the mission team and participated the meeting 

with full attention. They were very impressive to hear that the MRD is now under the process of 

selection a new contractor to complete the remaining works and willing to cooperate with the project 

team in order to successfully complete to road construction as planed schedule.   

 
12. Ten consultation meetings were conducted along the 5 project roads with total participants of 217 

(61 women). The local authorities and local people were met and consulted, exchanged opinions 

and views. All participants were satisfied with the project.  

Consultation Meeting with local authorities and local residents  
     

KSP3 KSP7 KSP8 KSP9 KSP10 
 
13. All participants suggested that MRD should expedite the selection of construction company to 

complete the road improvement quickly. They are very much concerned about the delayed 

construction made by previous contractor. “When will the MRD restart and finish the construction?” 
is the only questions that the SEO team received during the consultation meeting and site 

inspection. The minutes of consultation meeting are presented in Annex 2.  

5.2 Field Observation and Impact Verification 

14. As a result of site observation, the SEO team noted that there will be some disturbances including 

noisy, traffic destruction, and inconvenient condition for running business of some vendors along the 

project roads. Anyways, those shops are located beyond the required road sides and will not be 

affected during construction. There is no other concrete structure, fruit trees, commercial trees and 

other private asset are expected to be affected. All consulted people, were happy to cooperate with 

the project and agreed to move back more if required by the project without claiming for any 

compensation.  

 
 

Consultation, Discussion, Exchange ideas and Sharing information with shop owner 

     

KSP3 KSP7 KSP8 KSP9 KSP10 

  

15. Having highly considered the resettlement impact, the SEO team has measured the available width 

of all project roads and realized that the width is varied from 8 meters to 11 meters by section. The 

available width is enough to accommodate the proposed DBST pavement. Among all roads, KSP7, 

KSP8, KSP9, KSP10 requires 7 meters of total width (5 meters of carriageway and 1 meter of each 

shoulder) whereas KSP3 requires 8 meters (7 meters of carriageway and 0.5 meter of each 

shoulder). According to the existing available width of 5 roads, there will be no resettlement or 

livelihood impacts are expected to be occurred. Both pagoda gates on KSP8 will not be affected 

during road construction and the project will not need to demolish.  
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Site observation and measuring the existing road width at KSP3 

   

PK00+00: Width, 11m PK6+300: Width, 11m PK11+300 :Width, 11m 

 

Site observation and measuring the existing road width at KSP7 

   

PK00+00: Width, 11m PK2+250: Width, 11m PK4+700 :Width, 11m 

 

Site observation and measuring the existing road width at KSP8 

   

PK00+00: Width, 08m PK5+300: Width, 09m PK17+750 :Width, 09m 

 

Site observation and measuring the existing road width at KSP9 

   

PK00+00: Width, 11m PK3+300: Width, 10m PK7+200 :Width, 10m 

 

Site observation and measuring the existing road width at KSP10 

   

PK00+00: Width 11m PK15+000: Width 11m PK17+000 :Width 11m 
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16. Local authorities, residents, and vendors were also given and explained clearly about the Grievance 
Redress Mechanism (GRM) during the consultation meeting. In addition, during site observation, 
the SEO team delivered and precisely explained the GRM to vendors and other residents who was 
absent in the consultation meeting. Moreover, the team has also visited the commune office to 
double check the level of understanding of commune councils and posted the GRM flyers on the 
commune information board along the 5 project roads. SEO will distribute GRM logbook to all 
communes when the project signs contract with contractors.  
 
     

KSP3 KSP7 KSP8 KSP9 KSP10 

      

17. After consultation session with local authorities and residents, the SEO team conducted a site visit 

to each 5 project roads. From the result of measuring road width and site observation, the team 

found that there was no negative impact on resettlement or livelihood and no land acquisition at the 

project site. All 5 existing width roads are big enough for the need of 5-meters DBST pavement and 

2-meters of the road shoulder for KSP7, KSP8,KSP9,and KSP10 and 7-meters DBST pavement 

and 1-meter shoulder for KSP3.  

18. There will be some environmental impact including noisy disturbences, dusty, solid waste, during 

the constuction but those impacts can be managed throught mitigation measure stated in EMP.  

19. There is no protected site, indigenouse people, impact on cultural asset were identified during the 

consultation meeting and site observation.  

6. Grievance Redress Mechanism  
 
20. All participants, during the consultation, were informed about Grievance Redress Mechanism1. SEO 

noted that local authorities and local residents are well aware of the project and understand the way 

how they can address complain in case they are affected. However, all conflicts are encouraged to 

resolve at the village, commune or district level. None of concerned issues have been raised during 

the consultation and site visit. 

21. A grievance redress mechanism (GRM), consistent with the requirements of ADB SPS (2009) has 
been established since the time of the implementation of the ADB funded RRIP II projects. The new 
additional roads to be included in the project are located adjacent or linkup to existing roads rural 
roads which have already existing GRM. The commune leaders were already informed about the 
project, and they are aware of the GRM, how to keep records should there be complaints, and 
whom to contact in case there will be grievances that will not be resolved at the commune level.   
The GRM is an integral part of the monitoring and information system. It aims to ensure that 
feedback is received, that the voices from the poor and marginalized groups are heard, and that the 
issues raised are resolved effectively and expeditiously.  
 

22. The GRM will be accessible to diverse members of the community and stakeholders. Multiple types 
of media, including face-to-face meetings, written forms, telephone conversations, or e-mail, will be 
available for raising issues, concerns and grievances. The existing GRM and approach in managing 
complaints about local issues for the RRIP will be applied and/ or adopted in this project. Flyers/ 

                                                
1
 GRM from the RF of RRIP-II was used to explain during the consultation. Four stages from village to district, 

province, and finally to court as last resort. 
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PIB with information on the GRM, whom to contact should local people have complaints are 
included in the information material, which are also posted or displayed in the Commune Council’s 
Office. The commune chief explained to the local people about the project including the GRM 
process, to whom to contact should they have questions or complaints (as shown in the 
photographs below). 

 
23. The overall purpose of a Grievance Redress Mechanism (GRM) is to reduce risks for the project, 

offer communities an effective platform for expressing concerns, and achieving solutions to their 
concerns that will promote a constructive relationship between the people/local communities, 
project implementers including contractors, and other stakeholders.  A GRM is essential to ensure 
that the local people including women, project beneficiaries, affected persons, if any, and low-
income households will have access to project benefits during implementation and operation stage 
in all project outputs/activities.  

 
24. In this context, a project level grievance redress mechanism will be utilized which is already existing 

the GRM committee. The GRM committee is essential to allow appeals against any disagreeable 
decision, practice or activity arising from livelihood related or any other assets compensation. The 
people in the communities located within the project will be fully informed during the consultations of 
their rights and of the procedures for addressing grievances, both verbal and written. Any verbal 
grievance/complaint will need to be recorded and authenticated by a designated GRM official based 
on the existing GRM procedures (stated in the flyer/ brochure on GRM and other information 
relevant to the project).  

 
25. Communities located along the road sections within the additional roads were already consulted, 

and community leaders as well. They are aware of the GRM process, and whom to consult as this 
has been discussed under RRIP II project, and reiterated during the consultation meetings in the 
communities identified for the additional roads. Care will be taken to prevent grievances rather than 
going through a redress process by ensuring active consultation with and participation of APs. If 
grievances still arise, all attempts will be made to resolve informally at the local village/commune 
level. All complaints will be recorded on a logbook that will be kept at the commune office and under 
the supervision of the commune chief, being the focal person for GRM at the commune level.  
 

26. Complaints have the option of passing through three stages (described below) before potentially 

being elevated to a court of law as a last resort.  

 

27. If the aggrieved PAH is not satisfied with proposed remedies developed by the Provincial Grievance 

Redress Committee based on agreed policies in the RF-RP, the Ahs can file complaints to 
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provincial court. If any party is not satisfied with the ruling of the provincial court, that party can bring 

the case to a higher court.  

28. The GRM is the responsibility at the project level for issue that may arise during construction while 

Accountability Mechanism of the ADB allows people affected by ADB-financed projects to submit 

complaints to ADB. The Accountability Mechanism provides an independent forum and process 

whereby people can voice their problems and seek resolution and report alleged violations of ADB’s 
operational policies and procedures. The Accountability Mechanism comprises two separate but 

related, phases, namely: (i) a consultation phase, led by ADB’s special project facilitator to assist 
project-affected people in finding solutions to their problems; and (ii) a compliance review phase, led 

by a three-member panel that investigates alleged violations of ADB’s operational policies and 
procedures, as defined by the Board of Directors, including safeguard policies, that have resulted or 

are likely to result in direct adverse and material harm to project affected people and recommends 

how to ensure project compliance with those policies and procedures. 

7. Key Findings 
 

29. Key finding. 

The site visits and verification reveal that: 

a) No land acquisition is required for the improvement of 5 roads to DBST pavement condition 
since the existing available road width is bigger than the requirement.  

b) No cultural or heritage site in the project areas were found to be affected.   
c) No present of indigenous people at the project site in Kampong Speu Province.  
d) Local Authorities and residents surely understood the process of complaint and project 

information after consultation session by the SEO team. 
e) Some disturbances will occure during road construction such as dust and noisy diturbance. 

However the DDIS consultant and SEO team will strictly monitor by using mitigation measure in 
EMP.  

f) Local authorities and residents expressed high interest and eager to see the road improvement. 
g) Improving 5 project roads to DBST pavement condition will upgrade and improve the living 

condition of local residents and sustain rural connectivity.     

8. Conclusion. 

30.  IR Classification for all proposed road section. The IR classification for all proposed road section is 
category C as per ADB SPS 2009. The proposed additional roads for improvement will not require 
LA and no adverse impacts identified during this due diligence.  

31. IR impacts and impact on income/livelihood. No impacts on livelihoods and other assets of the 
people living along the project road alignment has been identified as the improvement will be done 
on the existing roads. Temporary disturbance, dust and noise that might be experienced by the 
community residents in the project area will be mitigated and guided by the RF, EMP/CEMP 
prepared for the proposed project.  

32. Consultation, information disclosures and GRM. Information disclosures about the proposed project, 
project impacts and mitigation measures have been done through consultation meetings with the 
community residents, community leaders, and other stakeholders in the areas located along the 
project road alignment. Public information material with the GRM procedures and contact details 
whom to contact should there be grievances related to the project has been distributed during 
consultation meetings. Flyers on GRM were distributed to commune leaders and are posted at the 
Commune Council office.  Likewise, village and commune leaders disseminate the information to 
the residents through meetings.   

33. Registration and recording of complaints. A GRM logbook, complaints form has been prepared (see 
Annex 4) should there be complaints that will be raised by the people relevant to the proposed 
project.  

34. Monitoring and reporting during implementation. The MRD/SEO assisted by the PEC will conduct 
regular monitoring at the site, consultation with the community residents, contractors and workers, 
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and other stakeholders during project implementation.  Follow-up consultation meetings with the 
community residents will be conducted prior to start of civil works. Monthly consultation meetings or 
more frequent meetings, if required, will be conducted with the contractors during project 
implementation.  Monthly and quarterly progress reports about the project will be prepared and 
submitted to ADB.  

35. Measures to be taken if there are IR impacts during civil works construction.  Prior to civil works, 
social safeguard assessment will be conducted, and public consultation meetings with the 
community residents. The contractors will be provided orientation on the ADB SPS 2009, RF, 
EMP/CEMP, GAP to ensure that they are aware and know how to avoid, mitigate and or prevent 
LAR impacts. Should there be IR impacts that may arise during civil works construction, detailed 
assessment will be conducted including inventory of losses, and an RP will be prepared, if 
necessary.  

36. Mitigation  measures  are  discussed  in  the  RF  and  EMP/CEMP,  and  GAP  has  been prepared  
in  the  RRIP  II  project  which  includes  the  following  (i)  conduct  public  consultation meetings 
with the community leaders and residents in areas located along the road alignment, copies of the 
GRM flyers will be distributed and posted on the commune council’s office; (ii) capacity 
building/training on safeguards  will be carried out for the project implementers including contractors 
by the PMU/SEO assisted by the DDIS project team during project implementation; (iii) commune 
council leaders headed by the commune chiefs will be reoriented on the GRM including recording of 
complaints, and actions taken, and communicating in a timely manner the action taken to the 
complainant; (iv) SEO and DDIS team will monitor contractors’ compliance of safeguards as stated 
in the EMP/CEMP, and aligned with ADB SPS 2009 and how to avoid or mitigate impacts during the 
construction stage;  details on this are discussed in the RF approved in the project (RRIP II); (v) 
discussed issues and concerns during regular  monthly  meetings;  (vi)  regular  monitoring  and  
reporting  will  be  done  which  will  be included  in  the  semi-annual  social  monitoring  report;  
monthly  progress  meetings  with  the contractor will be conducted by the MRD/DDIS/ SEO; and 
regular monitoring by the SEO team at  the  project  sites;  and  (vii)  providing  guidance  to  
contractors  on  safeguard  measures. Assessment of impacts will be done during the construction 
stage, and guidelines as stated in the RF and in compliance with the ADB SPS 2009 will serve as 
guide for project implementers including contractors. 
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Annex 1: SEO’s report  
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Annex1: SEO’s Report 



          Kingdom of Cambodia  

                                                                                                                                    Nation Religion King 

                                                                                                                                     **************** 

 

Ministry of Rural Development 

Rural Road Improvement Project II 

Social and Environment Office 

 

H.E Dr. CHAN Darong 

Secretary of State and Project Director 

Ministry of Rural Development  

Corner of Street 169 & Russian Federation Blvd 
 

Ref:    Rural Roads Improvement Project II (RRIP-II) 

 

Subject:     Summary report of the meeting on reconfirm the anticipated Social Safeguard impact 

on 5 project roads in Kampong Speu Province 

 

Dear Excellency, 

We would like to inform you that from 11-16 January 2021, Social and Environment Officer of 

RRIP-II including Mr. Hang Sopolik, Ms, Srey Samay, Ms. So Chanleakhena, Ms. Vorn Sedtha, Ms. 

Hor Bola cooperated with technical consultant, technical project officer from PDRD to conduct on 

reconfirm the anticipated Social Safeguard impact on 5 project roads with length 61.900 km and met 

with local authorities and villagers in 10 communes. The total participants were 217 (61women) to 

collect the information as well as comments and their requirement for preparing the bidding document to 

re construction the project road.     

II. Purpose of Mission 

1. To reconfirm the anticipated Social Safeguard impact before preparing bidding document 

2. Interviewed with villagers who live along project road to find out resettlement impact 

3. Gathering comments and requests from local villagers and authorities. 

 

III. Road Information 

- There were 5 project roads with length 61.900 km, width 8 meters to 11 meters managed by 

PDRD of Kampong Spue Province and included in the German KFW project form 2007 – 2015 

for road maintenance program every 3 years.  

- From 2016 up to now, PDRD of Kampong Speu Province included these 5 project roads into 

Rural Roads Improvement Project II (RRIP-II). 

- The project road of RRIP-II which reconfirm the anticipated Social Safeguard impact for 5 roads 

in kampong speu province with length 61.900 km from laterite road to DBST road crossing 6 

 



districts ( Phnom Srouch, Borset, Somrongtong, Oudong, Kong Pisey, and Thporng district) with 

10 communes (Mohasang, Phekdey, Sambor, Samrong torng, Phneay, Krang chek, Sendey, 

Rongreoung, Prey krasang and Yuthsamakey). These 5 project roads get much benefits for the 

whole community such as save travel time, reduce dusty, save the patient to hospital, children go 

to school on time, transportation of agricultural product and others goods from rural to urban area 

especially, Serve the garment sector where people travel to work every morning and back home 

in the evening easily by car and motorbike.  

 

The detailed table of project roads 
 

N.o Road Name District Name Commune Name  Length 

Km 

Width Shoulder 

Meter 

1 KSP3 Trobeng Ob-Prey Phnom Srouch Mohasang 11.100 6 0.5 each 

2 KSP7 Sahakumlech-

Pheakdey 

BorSet Pheakdey 4.700 5 1 each 

3 KSP8 Ompeltek-Krangchek Somrongtong-

Oudong 

Sombo, somrongtong, 

phneay, Krangchek 

17.800 5 1 each 

4 KSP9 Ompelphaem-

trobengsnol 

Somrongtong-

Kongpisey 

Sendey 11.500 5 1 each 

5 KSP10 Thmey-rungroeung Thpong-

Oudong 

Rongroeng, prey 

krasang, yuthsamaki, 

karangchek 

16.800 5 1 each 

Total 05 roads 06 district  61.900   

  

IV. Reconfirm the anticipated Social Safeguard impact 

 During the reconfirm the anticipated Social Safeguard impact and interview with local villagers 

along project roads in order to verify. As a result, the team work found that these 5 project roads with 

width from 8m-11m did not have resettlement impact to fruit trees, shade trees, mobile store, forest area, 

wildlife sanctuary, place of worship and there was no indigenous people living in this area.  

 

V. Consultation Meeting with local authority and villagers  

During the consultation meeting, the SEO officers confirmed that these 5 project roads that were 

reconfirm the anticipated Social Safeguard impact and preparing the bidding document, we found that 

there was no resettlement impact to villagers on road construction which width from 6 m-7m. Therefore, 

there was no impact on right of way, mobile store and others crops.  

Mr. Pen Thay, Gender Consultant confirmed that the Rural Roads Improvement Project II signed 

contract with Huong Giang Consultancy Investment and Construction Joint Stock Company in contract 

package (CW-3B) from 2017-2020 with total 5 roads in Kampong Spue Province. Since then, this 

company had not been contracted to construct the road with others reasons. Finally, they gave up all the 

construction work. Thus, in order for the project have sufficient capacity to prepare the bidding 



document again the project has to collect more information the requirement from the local villagers and 

authorities. 

Comments and requests from the villagers and authorities as following: 

- The villagers and authorities confirmed that the old width road was bigger than project road. 

Therefore, there was no impact with the project. In case of the resettlement impact during road 

construction, they agreed to contribute without any compensation.  

- This area has no indigenous people living. 

- Requesting to project chose a good company and fulfill of quality to construction road. 

- Nowadays, they face serious health problems, travelling and very dusty especially facing the 

traffic accident. 

- When the roads construction start local authorities will cooperate with constructor to get 

successfully.  

 

VI. Distribute Project Information Booklet 

 During a meeting with local authorities and interview with villagers along project roads, SEO 

distributed project information booklet and Grievance Redness Mechanism (GRM) to villagers. If 

they dissatisfied, they have the right to protest or appeal according to project procedures. 

 

VII. Conclusion 

- There was no impact on the 5 project roads, conservation area and people’s property along the 

road. On the contrary, it has improved the family economy and livelihood. 

- Through good roads, people are happy and their children will be graduated to high school. 

- Reduce immigration, save travel time to hospital and market. 

  

Please accept, H.E Dr. Secretary of State, the assurance of highest consideration.  

 

Sincerely yours, 

 

 

Hang Sopolik   

  

       

 

 

 

  

 

 

 



 
Pictures of meeting activities KSP8 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Meeting with Authorities and Villagers at Sam Bor Commune road line KSP8  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Meeting with Local Authorities and Villagers at Tom Lab Pagoda Sam Rong Torng Commune KSP8  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Meeting With Local Authorities and Villagers at Bong Bot Pagoda Phnas Commune KSP8 
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Stick GRM at Sam Bor Commune KSP8                     Stick GRM at Sam Rong Torng Commune KSP8  
 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Pictures of meeting activities KSP8 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Road width measurement activities PK00+00= 8m (KSP8)   Interviewed villager PK2+300 (KSP8) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Road width measurement activities PK5+300=9m- KSP8      Interviewed villager PK2+360- KSP8 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Road width measurement activities PK 17+750 =9m        Interviewed villager PK16+500 KSP8   
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Pictures of meeting activities KSP10 

     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Meeting with local Authorities and Villagers and Stick GRM at Krang Chek Commune KSP10 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Meeting with local Authorities and Villagers at Ang Dub village Prey Kra Sang Commune KSP10 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Meeting with local Authorities and Villagers at Prey Thom Primary School Yuth Sam maky Commune                       
                                                                                       KSP10  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Meeting with local Authorities and Villagers at Tik Lorng Pagoda and Stick GRM at Rong Roeung  

Commune PK2+540 KSP10  

 

 



 Pictures of Meeting Activities KSP10 
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Road width measurement activities PK00+00=11m  Interviewing Villager at Krang Chek Market             

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Road width measurement activities PK00+00= 11m KSP10   Interviewing Villager at PK2+450 KSP10 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Road width measurement activities PK17+00= 11m (KSP10) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Pictures of Meeting Activities KSP3 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Meeting with local Authorities and Villagers at Sala Bun Sam Bor, Moha Sang Commune KSP3  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Stick GRM at Moha Sang Commune Office   Road width measurement activities PK00+00= 11m  
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Road width measurement activities PK6+300= 11m and PK11+300= 11m (KSP3) 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Pictures of Meeting Activities KSP7 
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Meeting with local Authorities and Villagers at villagers’ house at Sahak Kum Lich, Pheak Kdey 
Commune (KSP7) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Stick GRM at Pheak Kdey Commune Office KSP7 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Road width measurement activities PK00+00= 11m and PK2+250= 11m (KSP7) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   Road width measurement activities PK4+700= 11m, Road KSP7 

 

 

 



Pictures of Meeting Activities KSP9 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Meeting with local Authorities and Villagers at Sala Bun Prey Sa, Sen Dey Commune KSP9 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  Stick GRM Sen Dey Commune KSP9     Interviewing Villager PK00+00 KSP9 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Road width measurement activities PK00+00= 11m             Interviewing Villager PK1+30 KSP9 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Road width measurement activities PK3+300= 10m and PK7+200= 10m (Road KSP9) 
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Annex2: Minutes of Consultation Meeting on KSP3 

 

 

 

Maha Sang  

Commune 

 

 

 
 



 

Recorder  

[Signed] 

Sin Savourn 

 

Seen and Approved 

Moha Sang Commune Chief 

[Signed] 

Long Bun Heang 

        

KINGDOM OF CAMBODIA 
NATION RELIGION KING 

3 

Minutes of Meeting  

On reconfirm the anticipated Social Safeguard impact for KSP3 road (Tra Pang Ob - Prey) 

 

 On 12 January 2021, at 8:30 am, in Maha Sang Commune at Sala Bun of Sambuor 

village, there was a meeting to reconfirm the anticipated social safeguard impact for KSP3 road 

(Tra Pang Ob - Prey) with total length of 11.3 Km, participated by Social and Environment 

Officers, technical officer of the project, provincial officer, local authorities and local villagers. 

 At the beginning of the meeting, SEO team has mentioned that road from Tra Pang Ob 

to Prey will be constructed from laterite road to paved condition as double bituminous surface 

treatment (DBST) with 6 meters pavement in width and 0.5 meter of road shoulder. After SEO 

has completely clarified all of information related to the project, the team gave an opportunity to 

the participants to ask questions. 

1. Mrs. Tol Mean, 57 year-old requested for spraying water to reduce the dust during road 

construction. 

2. Mr.Dung Bun Yern and local villagers requested for digging the canal along both sides of 

the road and drainage in front of their houses it is the responsibilities of house owner. 

3. Mr. Soun Savy, 30 year-old has requested for safety humble to avoid speeding of big 

truck  

The meeting was finished at 9:30 am on the same date with friendly and happily. 

               

          

       

                                                  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 





KINGDOM OF CAMBODIA 
NATION RELIGION KING 
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Attendance List 

Meeting:  On reconfirm the anticipated Social Safeguard impact for KSP3 road (Tra Pang 

Ob - Prey) 

Location: Sam Bour Village, Moha Sang Commune, Phnom Sruoch District, Kampong Speu 

Province 

Date: 12 January 2021 

No Name Sex Position Phone Number Signature 

1 Pen Thai M Consultant  Signed 

2 So Chanleakena F Gender Officer  Signed 

3 Hor Bola F Environment Officer  Signed 

4 Sou Sopoun  M Policce  Signed 

5 Long Bun Heang  M Commune Chief  Signed 

6 Sin Savourn M Clerk  Signed 

7 Ngib Choun  F Villager  Signed 

8 Chhim Savang F Villager  Signed 

9 Prom Yean F Villager  Signed 

10 Seang Chantha F Villager  Signed 

11 Chey Sok Kheourn M Villager  Signed 

12 Heng Senghan F Villager  Signed 

13 Cheng Sreynang F Villager  Signed 

14 Noun Sophal M Villager  Signed 

15 Cheng Sreyroth F Villager  Signed 

16 Som Chea M Villager  Signed 

17 Ourn Saven F Villager  Signed 





 

Seen and Approved 

Moha Sang Commune Chief 

[Signed] 

Long Bun Heang 

        

35 

 

 

 

 

 

 

18 Lay Naem F Villager  Signed 

19 Haem Bora F Villager  Signed 

20 Ouch Sokun M Villager  Signed 

21 Trok Samey F Villager  Signed 

22 Phouk San F Villager  Signed 

23 Chim Sok Cheat M Villager  Signed 

24 Em Hong  M Villager  Signed 

25 Meas Duk M Villager  Signed 

26 Oung Thorn F Villager  Signed 

27 Phouk Khom M Villager  Signed 

28 Tol Mean F Villager  Signed 

29 Prom Yum F Villager  Signed 

30 Kheav Ban F Villager  Signed 

31 Doung Bun Yern M Villager  Signed 

32 Sou Dorn M Villager  Signed 

33 Hang Srey F Villager  Signed 

34 Sorn Ngerng M Villager  Signed 

35 Chhun Chhim M Villager  Signed 

36 Soun Savy M Villager  Signed 

37 Lak ngov F Villager  Signed 

38 Teng Vuchly F Villager  Signed 

39 Ouk Mon F Villager  Signed 
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Minutes of Meeting 

 
On reconfirm the anticipated Social Safeguard impact for road  

from Sahakkum Lech-Pheakdey 

 

 

 

 On 12 January 2021, at10:00 am, there was a meeting in Sahakkum Lech village on           

reconfirm the anticipated social safeguard impact (Sahakkum Lech-Pheakdey) presided over by 

Mr. Kheav Bunthy, Pheakdey Commune Chief. 

 First of all, Mr. Khiev Bunthy, Commune Chief opened remarks and informed that today 

officers from Ministry of Rural Development come to reconfirm the anticipated social safeguard 

impact for road construction from Sahakkum Lech-Pheakdey since the previous contractor had 

declined his work. 

 Then, Mr. Pen Thai, a technical consultant of KCI mentioned that the road construction got stuck 

due to the effect of COVID-19 pandemic; and the contractor himself gave up his work.  

 

- Mr. Nav Sinorn, deputy village chief of Sahakkum Khanglech mentioned that the contractor 

of previous road construction had taken soil from paddy field to fulfill road foundation. 

Within this concern, he requested the company that will construct this road to construct a 

qualified long-lasting road. He also asked to dig small canals along the project road as well.   

- Ms. Toep Sokhom asked, when will the road be constructed? She requested to start the 

construction as soon as possible, and asked to dig canals along the project road for villagers. 

The culverts that need to be put in front of their entrance, they will spend by themselves.  

- Ms. Sim Muoy asked about the width of road and when it will be constructed? 

- Mr. Pen Thai, technical consultant (KCI) informed that the road will be constructed with 5 

meters DBST pavement, and 2 meters of road shoulder.  In addition, we need to check clearly 

for selecting good constructor. During road construction, the water needs to be sprayed at least 

3 times per day to reduce impact on villagers’ health. Furthermore, please local authorities and 

villagers work together well with the company during project implementation.  

 At the end, Mr. Khiev Bunthy, chairman of the meeting requested Ministry of Rural 

Development and PDRD offers to follow up regularly the project implementation of contractor in 

order to avoid the disappointed result as previous company. Also, during road construction, there 

will be some impacts, he asked for the understanding from the villagers who are living along the 

project road. 

 The meeting was finished at 11:30 am on the same date with friendly and happily. 

 

 

Chairman of the meeting                                                                 Recorder  
 

 [Signed]          [Signed] 

    Khiev Bunthy                                                                                      Vong Kuon  
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Kampong Spue Province 3 

Borseth District 

Pheakdey Commune 
 

Attendance list 

 

On reconfirm the anticipated Social Safeguard impact for road from Sahakkum Lech-Pheakdey 

Place: Pheakdey Commune, Borseth District, Kampong Speu Province  

Date: 12 January 2021 

 

No.  Name Sex Position  Address  Phone  Signature  

1 Pory Pheary M Villager Sahakkum Lech 

village  

0969018188 [Signed] 

2 Tek Moa M Villager Sahakkum Lech 

village 

 [Signed] 

3 Chhem Nim  M Villager Sahakkum Lech 

village 

 [Signed] 

4 Suon Neang  M Villager Sahakkum Lech 

village  

 [Signed] 

5 Tek Sokhom F Villager Sahakkum Lech 

village  

 [Signed] 

6 Brak Thea F Villager Sahakkum Lech 

village  

 [Signed] 

7 

 

Sim Muoy F Villager Sahakkum Lech 

village  

 [Signed] 

8 

 

Mom Khun F Villager Sahakkum Lech 

village  

 [Signed] 

9 Nav Sinon M Villager Sahakkum Lech 

village  

 [Signed] 

10 Chum Yuong F Villager Sahakkum Lech 

village  

 [Signed] 

11 

 

Soy Savhi M Village chief Sahakkum Lech 

village  

 [Signed] 

12 Pok Chanthou F Commune 

Assistant 

Sahakkum Lech 

village  

 [Signed] 

13 Kheav Bunthy M Commune 

Chief  

Pheakdey  [Signed] 

14 

 

Vong Kuon M 2
 
deputy chief 

of commune  

Sahakkum Lech 

village 

 [Signed] 
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-------------------- 

 

Minute of Meeting 

 

On Meeting on reconfirm the anticipated Social Safeguard impact on road KSP8 

 

The Meeting was opened on 11, January 2021 at 8 am, in Sam bor commune to discuss 

on reconfirm the anticipated Social Safeguard impact that presided over by Mr. Choub Voeun, 

Sam bor Commune Chief. 

Attended by: 

- Social and Environment officers  

- Provincial Department of Rural Development  

- Commune Council, Commune Members, Village Chief and Deputy village Chief 

The agenda of the meeting: 

1. Announcement 

2. Announcing the participation of representatives 

3. Opening remark by Commune Chief 

4. Comment of participants 

5. Others 

To begin with, the Commune Chief welcomed all the participants to the meeting to discuss 

on reconfirm the anticipated Social Safeguard impact of Rural Roads Improvement Project II 

(RRIP-II) from PK51 to Krang Chek Market. 

Mr. Oum Savoeun, technical project officer from PDRD confirmed that the project roads are 

already signed contract but the company were abandon. However, now the project is on 

reconfirm to continue the implementing for this road. 

 Mr. Pen Thay, technical consultant mentioned that the Vietnamese company was able to 

bid for the project road, but didn’t fulfill the contract from road 51 in Sam bor Commune, 

Samrong Torng District toward to Krang Chek market in Krang Chek Commune, Oudong 

District, Kampong Speu Province.  

Today, we conduct the meeting in order to reconfirm the anticipated Social Safeguard 

impact such as boundary wall, tree… If there are any impacts occur, villagers will donate it 

without asking any compensation. 



Therefore, the project is starting to find a new company to construct this DBST road to be 

successful as requested by the villagers. 

 The meeting closed at 10am on the same date with friendly and happily.  

 

Seen and Approved                                                                  

Date: 11 January 2021 

Commune Chief 

[Signed] 

[Stamped] 

Choub Voeun 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Recorder 

[Signed] 

Nhem Sokly 
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Ministry of Rural Development 

Rural Road Improvement Project II 

------------------- 

Attendant list  

Topic:   Meeting on reconfirm the anticipated Social Safeguard impact (KSP8 road) (Ompel 

Tek-Krang Chek) with local authorities and villagers  

Place:    Angtalop Pagada Samrong Tong Commune        Date:     11 January 2021 
 

N.o Name Sex Position  Phone Number Signature 

1 Bor Veasna M Village Chief 016 703 589 (Signed) 

2 Phoung Piseth M Village Chief 012 529 433 (Signed) 

3 Chea KuyLim M Village Chief 092 706116 (Signed) 

4 Sem Theng M Village Chief  070 717 023 (Signed) 

5 Khiev Seng M Village Chief 010 302 443 (Signed) 

6 Nheb Samey F Village Chief 096 628 9626 (Signed) 

7        Preab Si M Village Chief 016 927422 (Signed) 

8 Phoung Bes M Village Chief 093 297 080 (Signed) 

9 Soeu Tha M Deputy village 

chief 

017 981 008 (Signed) 

10 Phoung Pisey M Villager 015 634 980 (Signed) 

11 Sem Sokhun M Commune 

Council 

096 862 26519 (signed) 

12 Sean Dam M ChumTub 1 015 855 301 (Signed) 

   13 Choun Sarin M ChumTub 1 016 851527 (Signed) 

14 Reoung Rithy M Focal person 096 2011411 (Signed) 

15 Sum Somoun F Focal Person  (Signed) 

16 Pen Thay M Technical 

Consultant 

 (Signed) 

17 Oum Savoeun M Technical project 

officer 

 (Signed) 

18 Hang Sopolik M Resettlement  (Signed) 





 officer 

19 Srey Samay F Gender officer  (Signed) 

20 Tip Sophark F Environment 

officer 

 (Signed) 

21 Chob Voeun M Commune Chief 016 355 187 (Signed) 

22 Nhem Sokly M Clerk 016 335 686 (Signed) 

23 So Chanleakhena F Gender officer  (Signed) 

24 Von Sedtha 

 

F Environment 

officer 

 (Signed) 
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Commune 

 

 

 
 



KINGDOM OF CAMBODIA 
NATION RELIGION KING 

 

 

Minute of Meeting 

 

On reconfirm the anticipated Social Safeguard impact for KSP8 road 

 

 On 11 January 2021, The Samrong Tong Commune Office had conducted a meeting on 

reconfirm the anticipated Social Safeguard impact on project road from Ompel Tek - Krang 

Chek with total length 17.800 K.m which will be construct in 2021-2022 in Samrong Torng 

District in Kampong Speu Province.  After explained by the team work about the information of 

this road, the villagers who join this meeting with total 30 participants (4 villages) expressed 

their concern as following: 

- There was dusty which difficult to travel in dry season and slippery in rainy season. 

- The students were difficult for going to school and the patients were also difficult to 

hospital 

- Goods have no market. 

- Pregnant women are difficult to get health checkup at hospital. 

Requesting:  

- The villagers from 4 villages requested for road construction as soon as possible.  

- In case of there is resettlement impact, they will distribute to project without any 

compensation. 

-  

  Samrong Tong Commune Office      Recorder 

       Commune Chife Signed 

 [Stamped]                                                                                       Mom Yorng  

Chuk Boeun 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 





Ministry of Rural Development 

Rural Roads Improvement Project II 

------------------- 

Attendant list  

Topic:   Meeting on reconfirm the anticipated Social Safeguard impact (KSP8 road) (Ompel 

Tek-Krang Chek) with local authorities and villagers  

Place:    Angtalop Pagada Samrong Tong Commune        Date:     11 January 2021 

 

N.o Name Sex Position 
Phone 

Number 
Signature 

1 Suos Sem M Talat Village Chief   (Signed) 

2 Nou Sakhon M Robong Chros Village Chief   (Signed) 

3 Dim Poeu F Villager   (Signed) 

4 Chin Ni M Villager   (Signed) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 





Ministry of Rural Development 

Rural Roads Improvement Project II 

------------------- 

Attendant list  

Topic:   Meeting on reconfirm the anticipated Social Safeguard impact (KSP8 road) (Ompel 

Tek-Krang Chek) with local authorities and villagers  

Place:    Angtalop Pagada Samrong Tong Commune        Date:     11 January 2021 

 

N.o Name Sex Position 
Phone 

Number 
Signature 

1 Khat Khom M Krasang Choun Village Chief 088 9857989 (Signed) 

2 Mom Sreng M Deputy village Chief of Ondong Village 097 2430785 (Signed) 

3 Soung Kong M Villager   (Signed) 

4 Song Youn F Villager   (Signed) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 





Ministry of Rural Development 

Rural Roads Improvement Project II 

------------------- 

Attendant list  

Topic:   Meeting on reconfirm the anticipated Social Safeguard impact (KSP8 road) (Ompel 

Tek-Krang Chek) with local authorities and villagers  

Place:    Angtalop Pagada Samrong Tong Commune        Date:     11 January 2021 

N.o Name Sex Position  Phone Number Signature 

1 Koun Morno M Deputy Village Chief   (Signed) 

2 San Ni F Villager   (Signed) 

3 Kem Tek M Villager   (Signed) 

4 Som Sok M Villager   (Signed) 

5 Ou Chun M Villager   (Signed) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 





 

Ministry of Rural Development 

Rural Roads Improvement Project II 

------------------- 

Attendant list  

Topic:   Meeting on reconfirm the anticipated Social Safeguard impact (KSP8 road) (Ompel 

Tek-Krang Chek) with local authorities and villagers  

Place:    Angtalop Pagada Samrong Tong Commune        Date:     11 January 2021 

N.o Name Sex Position  Phone Number Signature 

1 Chuk Boeun M Commune Chief   (Signed) 

2 Sun Sopheap M First Deputy commune chief   (Signed) 

3 Khon Sopheap F Second Deputy Commune Chief   (Signed) 

4 Sok Chi M Commune Council    (Signed) 

5 Pheung Sokha M Commune Council   (Signed) 

6 Mom Yong M Commune Council   (Signed) 

7 Kim Malen M PDRD 015 394625 (Signed) 

8 Oum Savoun M PDRD   (Signed) 

9 Hang Sopolik M SEO 012 756559 (Signed) 

10 Tip Sophark F SEO 098 898 577 (Signed) 

 





Ministry of Rural Development 

Rural Roads Improvement Project II 

------------------- 

Attendant list  

Topic:   Meeting on reconfirm the anticipated Social Safeguard impact (KSP8 road) (Ompel 

Tek-Krang Chek) with local authorities and villagers  

Place:    Angtalop Pagada Samrong Tong Commune        Date:     11 January 2021 

 

N.o Name Sex Position Phone Number Signature 

1 Veng Vat M Village Chief 015 944 429 (Signed) 

2 Sang Don M Villager   (Signed) 

3 Seang Sophea M Villager   (Signed) 

4 Kim Chhoeun M Villager   (Signed) 

5 Vuth Rath M Villager   (Signed) 

6 Say Poeu F Villager   (Signed) 

7 Sngon Por M Villager   (Signed) 
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Minutes of Meeting 

 

On reconfirm the anticipated Social Safeguard impact for KSP8 road 

 

 On 11 January 2021, at 10:00 am, in Bang Bat pagoda, Phneay Commune, Samrong Torng 

District, Kampong Speu Province, there was a meeting on reconfirm the anticipated social 

safeguard impact for KSP8 road, Ampil Toek- Krang Chek, 17.8 km. This meeting was chaired 

by Social and Environment Officers cooperated with technical consultant and technical officer 

from Kampong Speu PDRD. The meeting was attended by local authorities, Preah Chao Athikar 

Wat Bang Bat and villagers who are living along project road from 3 villages; (Krang Ta Roth, 

Prey Sambok, and Damloung Khya village).  

 

 After speech of project team about the roads that need to be constructed, the opportunity to 

ask questions was offer to participants. Those questions were: 

1. Ms. Toem Pon confirmed that in case of there is an impact on coconut trees, etc.; she will 

donate without asking for any compensation. 

2. Ms. Huon Sarom, 62 years old agreed to donate her land for this road project. 

3. Mr. Chhoeng Many, 35 years old agreed to donate his land for project road without asking 

for any compensation. 

 

 According to the speech of Phneay Commune Chief, he has clarified that the width of this 

road is already large and has no any impact if the road will be constructed with 5-meters DBST 

pavement, and 2 meters of road shoulder. So, there is no concern impact. 

 

 The meeting was finished at 11:30 am on the same day with friendly and happily. 

 

                                                                                                              Recorder 

 

          [Signed] 

 
 

                  Seen and Approved                                                            Long Phan                            

              Phneay Commune Chief 

  

   [Signed] 

     

  Mak Thorn 
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Attendance list 

 

On reconfirm the anticipated social safeguard impact for KSP8 road, Ampil Toek- Krang Chek 

Place: Bang Bort Pagoda, Phneay Commune, Udong District, Kampong Speu Province  

Date: 11 January 2021 

 

No.  Name Sex Position  Phone number Signature  

1 Mak Thorn M Commune Chief 016 514 536 [Signed] 

2 Tieng Ty M Member of Commune Council 015 373 289 [Signed] 

3 Long Phan M Village Chief 087 502 604 [Signed] 

4 Chheng Mony M Villager  [Signed] 

5 Tip Pon F Villager  [Signed] 

6 Oung Sarom F Villager  [Signed] 

7 Tom Pheap M Villager  [Signed] 

8 Saem Thy M Villager  [Signed] 

9 Hop Tom F Villager  [Signed] 

10 Tong Leang F Villager  [Signed] 

11 Ham Yan F Villager  [Signed] 

12 Main Thai M PEC 092 251 477 [Signed] 

13 Oum Savoeun M Kampong Spue PDRD  097 862 3399 [Signed] 

14 Lim Malen M Officer 015 394 625  [Signed] 

15 Koum Kang M Kraing Taroth village Chief 081 321 295 [Signed] 

16 Hor Bola F Deputy Chief Office  [Signed] 

17 Srey Samai F Deputy Chief Office  [Signed] 

18 Hang Sopolik F Deputy Chief Office 012 756 559 [Signed] 

 

 

   11 January 2021 
 

Village Chief [Signed] 

 

Long Phan                            
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Minutes of Meeting 

On reconfirm the anticipated Social Safeguard impacts for  KSP8 and KSP10 roads 

At 1:30 pm, on 11 January 2021, there was a consultation meeting in Krang Chek 

Commune to discuss about the anticipated Social Safeguard impacts for KSP8 and KSP10 roads 

from Angkhmoa to Krang Chek market and from Krang Chek market to Rong Roeung Commune. 

The meeting was presided over by Mr. Cheng Khoeung, Krang Chek Commune Chief, with 

participation of  Mr. Pen Thai, a social technical consultant of MRD, local authorities, and 

villagers. 

Attendants: 

1. Mr. Cheng Khoeung, Krang Chek Commune Chief 

2. Mr. Pen Thai, a technical consultant (Gender)  

3. Members of commune councils and relevant village Chief  

- Mr. Kov Korn, first deputy Commune Chief: on behalf of Commune Chief, he said that this 

road was cleared once, but it was abandoned. Now we need to look for new contractor. He 

asked, are there any further impacts from this road construction?  

- Mr. Pen Thai said that the former contractor of these roads was dropped out. Today we are 

discussing to find out impacts of roads construction (DBST, 5 meters width, 1 meter of both 

road shoulders, 2 meters of both slopes, totally 11 meters). First line from Angkhmouv to 

Krang Chek market in total 17.8 km and second line from Krang Chek market to Rong 

Roeung Commune in total 17 km. 

- Mr Sin Sam, representative of Toul Baray village Chief mentioned that this road was already 

cleared and up to now nobody has encroached right of way. 

- Mr. Mol Mi, Tompak Chrouk Village Chief said that there is no impact for road construction.  

- Mr. Tim Sao, Tany Village Chief said that there is no impact for road construction.  

- Mr. Mol Mi asked, are there any canals will be constructed along the road and culvert across 

the road? 

- Mr. Pen Thai said that the culverts of roads were already surveyed. If there are any requests to 

construct the structures along the road, the construction company will build for villagers but 

they have to spend their own culverts that will be put at their entrance. In case there is a 

complaint due to road construction, villagers could report to village chief, commune chief, and 

follow the guideline of GRM has been handed.  

The meeting was finished at 15:30 pm on the same date with friendly and happily. 

 

                                                                                                           Recorder 

 Seen and approved  

Chairman of the meeting                                                                  [Signed] 

        [Signed] 

        [Stamped]                        Brak Vath 

      Cheng Khoeung                                                
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Attendance list 
On reconfirm the anticipated Social Safeguard impacts for KSP8 and KSP10 roads 

Place: Krang Chek Commune, Udong District, Kampong Speu Province  

Date: 11 January 2021 

 

No.  Name Sex Position  Phone number Signature  

1 Kov Kon  M First deputy chief of 

commune 

012 841681 [Signed] 

2 Yin Von M Second deputy chief of 

commune 

0967745693 [Signed] 

3 Rem Sao  M Tany village chief  017 679662 [Signed] 

4 Soeung Mem M Member of commune 

council  

0968043033 [Signed] 

5 Hol Sorn M Commune assistant  098884342 [Signed] 

6 Chek Chhoeun M Member of commune 

council 

093733513 [Signed] 

7 

 

Meas Oeun  M Village chief 081776362 [Signed] 

8 

 

Kheang Bunnarith M Member of commune 

council 

096308085 [Signed] 

9 Cheng Koeun M Commune chief 015881798 [Signed] 

10 Sin Sam M Deputy cheif of Toul 

Baray village  

0966172747 [Signed] 

11 

 

Mol Mi M Village chief 070833932 [Signed] 

12 Chhon Chamroeun F Commune Assistant 0966969487 [Signed] 

13 Im Sokan M Krang Chek village 

chief  

016 679603 [Signed] 

14 

 

Yin Vutha  M Koh village chief 010724826 [Signed] 

15 Yem Seak M Kok Sandek village 

chief 

09832489 [Signed] 

16 Eng Thib M Village chief 015561971 [Signed] 

17 Brak Vath M Commune clerk  016440428 [Signed] 
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Minutes of Meeting 

On reconfirm the anticipated Social Safeguard impact for road  

from Ampil Paem - Trapaing Chhnuol 

 

On 12 January 2021, at 8:30 am, there was a meeting on reconfirm the anticipated Social Safeguard 

impact for road from Ampil Paem - Trapaing Chhnuol. This meeting was participated by Social and 

Environment officers, consultant, technical officer of Department of Rural Development in 

Kampon Speu Province, local authorities, and local villagers at Sen Dey Commune, Samrong Torng 

District, Kampong Speu Province. 
During the meeting, our project team has clarified that the road from Ampil Paem to Trapaing 

Chhnuol with 13.2 km length crossed three villages: 1. Samrong Cheurng Phnom Village 2. Prey Sya 

Village, 3. Trapaing Damrei Village, will be improved from laterite to paved condition as double 

bituminous surface treatment (DBST) with road width of 7 meters, 5 meters pavement and 1 

meter of road shoulder. Villagers confirmed that the construction has no impact along project 

road and villagers suggested for: 

 The road width is 10 meters to 11 meters so it has no impact for  road construction 

 Villagers request for road construction as soon as possible  

 Nowadays, the dust can cause to human health, and slippery road during rainy season can 

cause accident especially local students are difficult to go to school. 

 They asked, when will the road be completely constructed? Is there any canal digging 

along both sides of the road? 

The meeting was finished at 9:30 am on the same date with friendly and happily.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Seen and approved 

Sen Dey Commune Chief 

[Signed] 

Oum Sary 

Recorder 

[Signed] 

Khet Kim 
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3 
Attendance List 

 

No. Name Sex Position Telephone Sign 

1 Nher Puth M Village Chief 0972160318 [Signed] 

2 Lim sathavy M Vice Village Chief 086255612 [Signed] 

3 Sous Sakorn F Villager   [Signed] 

4 Khiev Kheng M Villager   [Signed] 

5 Long Lim M Villager   [Signed] 

6 Noun Hoeun M Villager   [Signed] 

7 Lath Much M Villager   [Signed] 

8 Douk Kheng M Villager   [Signed] 

9 Siv Chey M Villager   [Signed] 

10 Chea Somnang M Villager   [Signed] 

11 Nhem Ny M Villager   [Signed] 

12 Ta Chorn M Villager   [Signed] 

13 Prak Pho M Villager   [Signed] 

14 Sok Yeam F Villager   [Signed] 

15 Prom Nget F Villager   [Signed] 

16 Ouk Khim F Villager   [Signed] 

17 Sous Un M Villager   [Signed] 

18 Vok Nob M Villager   [Signed] 

19 Khiev Chi M Villager   [Signed] 

20 Sor Veasna M Villager   [Signed] 

21 Nob El M Villager   [Signed] 

22 Chhem Min M Member Trapaing Domrie Village   [Signed] 

23 Mo Meas M 
ViceVillager Chief Trapaing 

Domrie 
  [Signed] 

24 Chheng Seng M Village Chief Trapaing Domrei   [Signed] 
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Rung Roeung 

Commune 

 

 

 
 



 

Recorder  

[Signed] 

Meach SaKheourn 

 

Seen and Approved 

Rong Roeung Commune Chief 

[Signed] 

Chhum Chhoam 
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Minutes of Meeting  

On reconfirm the anticipated Social Safeguard impact for KSP10 road  

(Rong Roeung Commune) 

 

On 11 January 2021, at 4:00 pm, at Toek Lorng Pagoda, Rong Roeung Commune, There was a 

meeting on reconfirm the anticipated social safeguard impact for KSP10 road (17 km). This 

meeting was participated by Social and Environment Officers, consultant, provincial officer, 

local authorities, monks, and local villagers.  

At the beginning, SEO team has mentioned that the road will be constructed from laterite 

to double bituminous surface treatment (DBST) with total width of 7 meters, 5 meters in 

pavement, and 2 meters of road shoulder. After SEO clarified all of information that related to the 

project, the team gave an opportunity to the participants to ask questions. 

1. Ms. Til Thorn, wants to know that when will the road construction start? 

2. Mr. Pho Khon, requested for road construction as soon as possible and correctly. 

3. Local villagers who are living along the project road confirmed that for this road is big 

width so, it will have no impact for road construction. 

4. During road construction please put on culvert technically. 

5. When the contractor starts their works, please cooperate with local authorities.  

   The meeting finished at 9:30 am on the same date with friendly and happily. 

   

 

                               

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 





 

Prepared by  

[Signed] 

Meng Ly 
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Attendance List  

Meeting:  On reconfirm the anticipated Social Safeguard impact for KSP10 road  

(Rong Roeung Commune) 

Location: Teok Lorng Pagoda, Rong Roeung Commune 

Date 11 January 2021 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

No Name Sex Position Phone Numbers Signature 

1 Chhum Chhoam M Commune Chief 093 72 80 51 Signed 

2 Soun Sarin M Commune Council  [Signed] 

3 Saom Ngat M Deputy Commune Chief  [Signed] 

4 Morn Tha F Village Chief 097 66 08 134 [Signed] 

5 Pho Khon M Village Chief 087 71 67 09 [Signed] 

6 Touch Yan M Village Chief 096 46 31 913 [Signed] 

7 Meach Sakheourn M Village Chief 081 62 58 83 [Signed] 

8 Meng Ly M Village Chief 096 54 92 922 [Signed] 

9 Oum Saveourn M PDRD 097 86 23 399 [Signed] 

10 Lim Malaen M Officer 015 394 625 [Signed] 

11 Srey Samay F SEO 012 77 43 12 [Signed] 

12 Hang Sopolik M SEO 012 75 65 59 [Signed] 

13 Ray Sarak M Commune Council 096 69 77 363 [Signed] 
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Minutes of Meeting 

On reconfirm the anticipated Social Safeguard impact for KSP10 road 

 

On 11 January 2021, at 1:30 pm, there was a meeting chaired by Mr. Hang Sopolik, 

from Ministry of Rural Development and Mr. Oum Savoeurn, technical officer of 

Department Rural Development, at Prey Kra Saing Village. Attendance list is disclosed. 

First of all, Mr. Hang Sopolik, representative of Ministry of Rural Development, is 

going to reconfirm the anticipated social safeguard impact for KSP10 road in package CW3B 

contract (5 roads with total length of 64.2km) constructed by Vietnamese Company in 2017 

and till now, this company completely gave up for construction work. 

To improve the villagers daily livelihood such as transportation for transporting 

agricultural products from farmers to markets, dusty reduction, students to schools, taking 

patients to health center on time. This road is potential for transporting such as Cassava, 

construction materials, and rice. This road is very important for garment sector; garment 

workers can to go factory in the morning and can come back home easily in the evening. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Seen and approved   

Date: 11 Jan 2021 

[Signed] 

[Stamped] 

Ton Sak 

 

Recorder  

[Signed] 
 

Morn Kem 
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Attendance List 

On reconfirm the anticipated Social Safeguard impact for KSP10 road 

Location: Prey Kra Saing Commune                                                        

Date: 11 Jan 2021 

No. Name Sex Position Telephone Sign 

1 Oum Savoeun M Tichnical Officer 0978623399 [Signed] 

2 Lim Malen M PDRD Officer 015394625 [Signed] 

3 Srey Samay F Gender Officer 012774312 [Signed] 

4 Ton Sak M Commune Chief 011571333 [Signed] 

5 Morn Kem M Clerk 089315333 [Signed] 

6 Lorn Hok M Village Chief   [Signed] 

7 Nem Ne M Vice Village Chief   [Signed] 

8 Te Chea M Villager   [Signed] 

9 Chin Va M Villager   [Signed] 

10 Veng Toeu M Villager   [Signed] 

11 In Sol M Village Chief   [Signed] 

12 Nget Neng M Villager   [Signed] 

13 Seng Panha M Villager   [Signed] 

14 Un Lang M Villager   [Signed] 

15 Bok Ti M Police   [Signed] 

16 Porn El M Villager   [Signed] 

17 Lon Nav F Villager   [Signed] 

18 Chum Bes M Vice Village Chief   [Signed] 

19 Cheng Rum F Villager   [Signed] 

20 Hok Lenghai M Villager   [Signed] 

 

Seen and approved  

Date: 11 Jan 2021 

[Signed] 

[Stemped] 

        Ton Sak  
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Minutes of Meeting 

On reconfirm the anticipated Social Safeguard impact for KSP10 road (Thmey to Rong 

Roeung) 17 km length 

 

On 11 Jan, 2021, 2:30 pm, there was a meeting on reconfirm the anticipated social 

safeguard impact for KSP10 road (Thmey to Rong Roeung: 17 Km), participated by Social and 

Environment Officer, consultant, technical officer of Department of Rural Development in 

Kampong Speu Province, local authorities, and local villagers at Prey Thom Primary School, 

Yuth Samiki Commune, Oudong District, Kampong Speu Province.  

First of all, project team gave a speech to local villagers that, this project is going to 

prepare the document for biding again on road construction from Thmey to Rong Rouerng with 

total 17 km length, from laterite to double bituminous surface treatment (DBST) with road width 

of 7 meters, 5 meters pavement and 1 meter of road shoulder. 

The purpose of this meeting is to find the impacts before road construction. Therefore, this 

meeting aims to collect local villager’s ideas as they mentioned below: 

- Villagers along project road confirmed that “The road width is about 10m to 12m, so it 

will have no impact for road construction. 

- Villagers requested for road construction as soon as possible because heavy dust can 

affect their health, and slippery road during rainy season can cause accident especially 

local students are difficult to go to school. 

- Villagers were dissatisfied with previous road construction company due to the work was 

very slow. 

- Villagers asked that when will be road constructed? 

The meeting was finished at 3:30 pm on the same date. 

 

 

 

 

 

Seen and approved 

Yuth samiki Commune Chief 

[Signed] 

[Stamped] 

Yoeng Sous 

 

Recorder 

[Signed] 

Nem Thary 
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Attendance List 

About: Reconfirm the anticipated social safeguard impact for KSP10 road (Thmey to Rong 

Roeung 
Location: Prey Thom Primary School at Yuth Samiki Commune            

Date: 11 January 2021 

No. Name Sex Position Telephone Signature 

1 Hang Sopoli M Resettlement Officer 012756559 [Signed] 

2 Srey Samay F Gender Officer 012774312 [Signed] 

3 Hor Bola F Environment Officer 012221140 [Signed] 

4 Oum Savoeun M Technical Officer 0978623399 [Signed] 

5 Lim Malen M PDRD Officer 015394625 [Signed] 

6 Pen Thay M Consultant   [Signed] 

7 So Chanleakena F Gender Officer   [Signed] 

8 Von Setha F Environment Officer   [Signed] 

9 Sok Chea M Villager   [Signed] 

10 Manh Vet F Villager   [Signed] 

11 Manh saveth F Villager   [Signed] 

12 Ho Samang M Village Chief 098923607 [Signed] 

13 Manh Min F Villager 0965985558 [Signed] 

14 Yoeng Sous M Commune Chief 012265390 [Signed] 

15 Kao The M Villager 081773322 [Signed] 

16 Pen Sophos M Villager 093250073 [Signed] 

17 Nem Thary F Clerk 0962459536 [Signed] 

18 Troeng Nang M 1st Deputy 012361495 [Signed] 

 
Seen and Approved   

Yuth Samiki Commune Chief 

[Signed] 

[Stamped] 

Yoeng Sous  
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Detail Information of Five Roads to be Improved  

Rural Roads Improvement Project II, Kampong Speu Province 

Implementation Peroid: 2021-2022 

3  
Rural Roads Improvement Project II (ADB/RRIP-II-AF), Ministry of Rural Development, a 

prject team from MRD has a site visit to reconfirm the anticipated safeguard impacts of five roads 

construction in CW-3B with total length of 61.9 km which formerly constructed by Huong Giang 

Consultancy Investment and Construction Joint Stock Company since 2017. Up to now this company 

had completely given up the construction work. 

Improving rural roads to DBST pavement has improved livelihood of local villagers and 

increase their convenences such as safer travelling, dust reduction, transporting agricultural products 

to markets, accessibility of students to school, pateint can go to health center on time, and it has 

potential for transportation of cassava, construction materials, and rice; particularly, it is very vital for 

garment sector since the garment workers can go to work in the morning and can come back home in 

the evening easily by motor-bike or car. These five roads (61.9 km) are in six districts and cross ten 

communes in Kampong Speu Province. SEO team of Rural Roads Improvement Project II need to 

conduct a site visit and meetings to reconfirm that there will be no safeguard impacts from these five 

roads construction in order to prepare the document for re-bidding. 

 

Detail Roads Information 

No. 
Road 

ID 
Road Name District Commune 

Length 

(km) 

Width 

(m) 

Shoulder 

(m) 

1 
KSP3 

Trapaing Orp-Prey 

Kandal 

Phnom 

Sruoch 

Maha Saing 
11.1 7 0.5 

2 
KSP7 

Sahak Kum Lek-

Pheak Kdey 

Bor Seth Pheakdey 
4.7 5 1 

3 

KSP8 

Ampil Teuk-

Sambo 

Samroung 

Torng, 

Udong 

Sambo, 

Samroung 

Torng, Phneay, 

Kraing Chek 

17.8 5 1 

4 

KSP9 

Ampil Phaem-

Tanpaing Snoul 

Samroung 

Torng, 

Kang Pisey 

Sen Dey 

11.5 5 1 

5 
KSP10 

Rong Roung-

Thmey 

Tporng, 

Udong 

Rung Roeung, 

Prey Krasaing, 

Yuth Samaki 

16.8 5 1 

Total 05  06 10 61.9   

 

Totally five roads will be improved from laterite to DBST pavement condition. The width of 

DBST pavements are 5 and 7 meters, and 0.5-1 meter of the road shoulder. During site visit, if there’s 

any impact is found, the team asks villagers for their vuluntary donation to the project.     

 

  

 

 

 



Project Roads Detail Design 
 
 

 

 

      Figure a: Typical road cross section of design (KSP7, KSP8, KSP9, and KSP10) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

       Figure b: Typical road cross section of design (KSP3) 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Prepared by: Social and Environment Officers (SEO) 



 

 

ព័តា៌នល អ្ិតអំពី្ សែ ល្ូវ សរុបចំនួន ៥ ្សែ ្ែល្តូវធ វ្ារ្ែល អ្ធ្បងវញិ  
ែនុងគធ្ាង្ែល អ្ ល្ូវជនប្ជំាន្ី  ធៅធសតតែពំងស់ពឺ 

រយៈធពលអនុវតតន៍គធ្ាង ន្ ំ -  

3 
 

 ្ ោ កែ ទ ា  (ADB/RRIP-II-AF) ន ែ អ ិ ្ ៍ ទ រ ្ ើ្ា
ិែា ើ  ា ់ក ែ គ  ិ ថិា ្ទ ើ ិ  ោ ់កសែ ែ ច្ ់ែិ ច ាCW-3B   

កសែ ោ ក  .     ក ា ថ ់្ោ ែ   Huong Giang Consultancy 

Investment and Construction Joint Stock Company  ា ើ្   ែ ្ៅ រ ែ ់្ ្   
ែ  ា ្ា ់្ោ ា ា ថ ់ ទ  ។  

 

្ ើ ើ  ិ ្ ើែរ្ែើ ើ ា ោនងៃ ាា ្ ើ្ ្ ើ  ារ់ ា ្ ើ  ា ែ
ជ្ ែ ិ ា ្ៅា ់ទើ ា  ិ ា ិ ែ្ៅថា្ ៀ  ា ្គាគ អែ ្ៅ  

សា ា ទ ់្  ិ ាា ា ្ ើ ិ ័ ែ ជ្ ា៖ ទ ើ ្ ឿ  ់ ា ា
្ ើ  ិ ែ ្ ើ្ ិ ័ ារ់្ យ ្ ា ្ោ ា ្ ើ្ ្ ើ ្ៅ្ ើ្ា ្ោ ែា្ ែ 

ិ រទ ់ ែ ិ ា្ ាៃ  យ ា ា ង ា ិ  រ។ ្ ើ ើ្ ើ រ  រ ា ្ ្ ើ្  
្ ោ កែ ទ ា ទើ  ន ែ អ ិ ្ ៍ ទ ្ ើ្ា ិែា្ ៀ ទរ់្ទ ើ ិ  ោ ់

កសែ  កសែ ោ ក   ារ់ថា   ិ ែ  
ែ ្សរាែ ់ ពា កសែ ទ ្  ិ ោ  ា ់ា ក ែ គ  ិ ថិា ា ្ ើ ្ ើ 

 ើ  ើ  .... ្ ើ ើ្ ្ ោ ោ ទា ់ ា ់ ោ ់្ ៀ ឯែថ  ្ ើ្ា ោែ់្ នង្ៅ្
្ ស ។  
 

ាោ រិអ ើកសែកសែ  

.  ្្  ្្ ែ ្្  
ក

( . ) 

ទទ
(ក  រ) 

ិ្ ច្ ើ (ក  រ) 

1 KSP3 រា ្ោ  - ិ  ៍  ាថ   11.1 7 ្  0.5  

2 KSP7 ៍ ិ  - ែាើ ្  ែាើ 4.7 5 ្ 1  

3 KSP8 អ ិ ទែ - ា ្ ែ ្ោ ទ  ឧ គ 
 ្ោ ទ  ា        ា

្ ែ 
17.8 5 ្ 1  

4 KSP9 អ ិ ក  - រា  ្ោ ទ  ិ ើ ក ើ  11.5 5 ្  1  

5 KSP10 ងើ - ្ ឿ  ងព  ឧ គ 
្ ឿ  ន ែថ  ទថ គើ

ា ្ ែ 
16.8 5 ្  1  

 05 កសែ 06 ែ 10  61.9 
  

 
 

 កសែ  កសែ ក រ ្ ើ្ា កែ ្ទ ើ ិ  ើ ែ ្ៅា ា ្ៅ   ា ់ ្ ទ 
DBST ោ ទទ ារ្ ា  ោ ក    ក  រ (ទទ ្ៅ   ក  រ ិ ក  រ ិ ិ្ ច្ ើ អ ្

ក . ក  រ ្ៅ ក  រ) ។ ែ ្ ិែាាែ់ក ា  ្ ើ ្ ោ ែ្ ើ ា ោ  ា ់ រ ់ ា
 ា ់ ោិច ្ោ ័ ិរា ទ  អើទ អ ់ ើ ្ ោ ។ 

 

 

 



 

 

សូ្ធ្លបលងប់ធចេែធ្សែូចាងធ្ា្ 

 

           ា ទើ : ់ារ់ទទ   (KSP7, KSP8, KSP9, ិ  KSP10) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

            ា ទើ : ់ារ់ទទ  KSP3 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

្ ៀ ្ោ គ ាើ គ  ិ ថិា ្ ោ កែ ទ ា  



Grievance Redress Mechanism for people affected by the Rural Road Improvement Project (RRIP-II) 
 

 
What is a grievance mechanism? 
 

 

 

► A Grievance Redress Mechanism (GRM) is a process to resolve 

complaints from people affected by the Rural Roads Improvement Project-II 

(RRIP-II) being implemented by the Ministry of Rural Development. 

 

When can we use the Grievance Redress Mechanism? 
 

► You can submit a grievance at any time if you believe you have been 

affected by construction or related activities of the RRIP-II. 

 

Where can we submit a grievance? 
 

► You can submit your grievance orally or in writing to the Commune 

Council. If necessary you can request support from friends or a NGO, when 

submitting or writing your complaint (at any stage). 

 

 

► The Grievance Redress Mechanism has three stages to resolve complaint 

with regards to RRIP-II. These stages are: Commune level, District level, and 

Provincial level (Grievance Redress Committee). If no solution is found at 

these stages, people can take the complaint to the Provincial Court. These 

stages are described in more detail in the following page. 

 

. 

 

 

Where can we receive additional information about RRIP-II 

or the GRM? 
 

► A Public Information Booklet (PIB) has been distributed to people are 

living along the road being improved by the RRIP-II. 

 

► Ask your Commune/District Office, a representative of the Grievance 

Redress Committee (GRC) of the Ministry of Rural Development (MRD), 

or contractors working along the roads about the Public Information 

Booklet or other questions you may have. 

 

 

► Call the representative of PDRD.     
 

     Tel: …………………………. 

 

► Call construction supervision consultant‘s inspector.    
     
     Tel: ………………………… 

 

► Contact to your commune office.      
 

     Tel: ………………………… 

   

 

 

 

 

 



Grievance Redress Mechanism for People affected by the Rural Road Improvement Project-II 
 

Stage 1: Commune Office (15 days) 

   

 

 

 

Stage 1 
 

 

 

 

 

 
People affected by the RRIP-II, due to construction or other related activities, can 

file a complaint to the Commune Office orally or writing. The Commune Office has 

15 days to resolve the complaint. 

 

 

 

 

 

Stage 2 

Stage 2: District Office (15 days) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

If the Commune Office cannot resolve the issue within 15 days or 

you are not satisfied with this solution, you can submit your 

complaint to the District Office.  The District Office has 15 days to 

resolve the complaint. 

Stage 3: Provincial Office (Grievance Redress Committee)  (30 days) 

 

 

 

 

Stage 3 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

If the District Office cannot resolve the issue within 15 days or you are not satisfied 

with the solution, you can submit your complaint to the Provincial Office 
(Grievance Redress Committee). The Committee has 30 days to resolve the 

complaint.  

 

 

 

 

 

Stage 4 
 

Stage 4: Provincial Court  ាកេ� � 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

If the Committee cannot resolve the issue within 30 days or you are 

not satisfied with the solution, you can submit your complaint to the 
Provincial Court. 

Grievance Redress Committee: Project Manager Unit, Social and Environmental Office, Provincial Department of Rural Development, District Councils, Commune 

Councils, Village Chief, Contractor/ Construction Supervision Consultant, and Local NGOs.  

            ្ាេ� � 

              ្ា ដ្ 
           ្ាះ៉ទរ 



យ �កេដះ្យ � ង វ៉ះ្ មះ ់្ បជាងែា ពាមេដយ្សេះ្ងបរាាងែកលម្ (RRIP-II) 

Grievance Redress Mechanism for people affected by the Rural Road Improvement Project (RRIP-II) 
 

េ អ�់ យ �ក � ង វ ? What is a grievance mechanism? 

► យ �ក � ង វ  ស់ជដេ  ក ីមវីបជាេះ ះប ម៉៉ះ្ មេដះ្យ � ង
 ម៉ះ ់្ បជាងែា ពាមេដយ្សេះ្ងបរាាងែកលម្ (RRIPII) បជា     

អ ម �េដយយះរ ក៉ងអងមីិវ ្្ ន 

 

េ េពាណេយងងអេះ ះប ម៉យ �ក � ង វ េ ន 

When can we use the Grievance Redress Mechanism? 
  

► អ�រងអដរមពរព � ង វ ្រគបេពាយេ អ�រជងថយអ�រងែា ពាមេដយ្
ក្ង៉ងមយ់៉រាកមពេែពងផ ម៉សេះ្ងបរាាងែកលម្ េ ន 

 

េ រប កងណបជាេយងេេដរមពរព � ង វ េ ន  Where can we submit a grievance?               

 

► អ�រងអដរមពរព � ង វ  ់ាយារល � អរពេេះរទាះ រម ដ្ឹ៉ ស្ មន េ 
៉ី ់ាដបអមយអ�រងអេ �៉ ដ៉ ដ្ កយពាី �ងះរ�យ់អងក័ណាកយយេពាេយ អដយ់៉េ៉យ
ពរព � ង វ (ះស មជដណរមកាកន 

 

► យ �ក � ង វ េ ្ យ ជដណរមកាយេជា្េដះ្យពរព � ង វ េឹ
រ�ងសេះ្ងបរាាងែកលម្ ដ្ហ យ(RRIP- I)ន ជដណរមកាដង ្ ន  

ស ៈរ ក្ វីកេដះ្យ � ង វ  ថ� រម្ ដឹ ៉ ស្ មតយថ� រមះ ទ៉រឹះរទងយ ីងថ� រមេ� �នយ
េ ៉ី ់ជដណរមកាដង េ ាី ងអេដះ្យក � ង វប យះ ់្
បជាងែា ពាមយងអដរមពរព � ងេេ ាកេ� �នយជដណរមកាដង ្
េយ រ មរ�ង ដព� �េ យ ន 

 

 

េ រប កងណេយងងអ កាព ព្ អដពសេះ្ងបរាាងែកលម្ យ់យ �កេដ
ះ្យ � ង វ ?  Where can we receive additional information about RRIP-II or the 

GRM? 

 

► ះរដ៉ព ព្ លអេ ប បអរាយ ល្ ះ ់្ បជា ម៉េឹដា េណ� យែកលមយ 
     បជាះ តមបរាាងេដយសេះ្ងបរាាងែកលម្ (RRIP-II)ន  

 

►  អ�រងអ្រ ក៉្ា ដ្-៉ ស្ មឹ ះ ទ៉រ-ះរទង ម៉អ�រយ់ ដណងស ៈរ ក្ វីក  
     េដះ្យ � ង វ (GRC)ៃ ះរ ក៉ងអងមីិវ ្្  ់អ�រេ  ក្ង៉ងម 
     ែកលមយអដពេ៉យមេ -ះរដ៉ព ព្ ្ស ៈ ់ ដ៉ កេែពងផេ ៉ី អ�រ្ ដ៉ កន  

 

  

►  ល �៉ព�េេ ដណងស ៈរ ក្ វីក(ា �អងមីិវ ្្ េ� �ក     

 

     Tel: …………… 

 

►  ល �៉ព�េេ ះ រមសេះ្ងយអ�រះ អ ពី ី ព េអរិេ ៉   

     
     Tel: …………………………… 

 

► ល �៉ព�េេយ្ា ដឹ្ ៉ ស្ ម ម៉អ�រ     

 

     Tel: ………………………. 

   



  យ �ក � ង វ៉ះ្ មះ ់្ បជាងែា ពាមេដយ្សេះ្ងេវ�គពះ េ ៉េ�ងែកលម្ ដ្ហ  (RRIP-II)                                

Grievance Redress Mechanism for People affected by the Rural Road Improvement Project-II 

Stage 1: ្ា ដឹ្៉ ស្ ម Commune Office ( ៥ៃ �) 
   

 

 

 

Stage 1 
 

 

 

 

 
 

អ�រ កាែា ពាមេដយ្៉រាកមពសេះ្ងបរាាងែកលម្ យងអ �ង វ េេ្ា្ដយេដយស� ាម
្ មយ់ាយារល � អរពន ្ា្ដ្ េពា ៥ៃ � ៉ះ្ មេដះ្យ � ងេ ន 

 

 

 

 

 

 Stage 2 

Stage 2: ្ាះ៉ទរ District Office ( ៥ៃ �) 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
រ�ង ៥ៃ � េ ្ ា្ដាី ងអេដះ្យប  ់អ�រាី េពញអី � ងកេដះ្យ 

អ�រងអដរមពរពវ េេ្ាះ៉ទរនយ ្ាះ៉ទរ្ េពា ៥ៃ �៉ ះ្ មេដះ្យ  

� ងេ ន 

Stage 3: ្ាេ� � Provincial Office  ( ៃ �) 
 

 

 

 

Stage 3 

 

 

 

 

 
 

រ�ង ៥ៃ � េ ្ ាះ៉ទរាី ងអេដះ្យប យ់អ�រាី េពញអី � ងកេដះ្យតយអ�រងអដរមពរព
វ េេ្ាេ� �(ស ៈរ ក្ វកីេដះ្យ � ង វ កនយ ស ៈរ ក្ វីកេ ្ េពា ៃ �៉ះ្ ម

េដះ្យ � ងេ ន 

 

 

 

 

 

Stage 4 
  

Stage 4: ាកេ� �  Provincial Court   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

រ�ង ៃ �យ េ ស ៈរ ក្ វកីេ� �ាី ងអេដះ្យ �� ប យ ់អ�រាី េពញអី � ង
កេដះ្យេ តយអ�រងអដរមពរព � ង ម៉ ាកេ� �នយ 

ស ៈរ ក្ វីកេដះ្យ � ង វ ៖  ក ីិ ា�យះស មះសងសេះ្ងតយក ីិ ា�យ៉ង័ា-  ី្  តយា �អងមីិវ ្្ េ� �-ះរទងតយ្ាេ� �តយ្ាះ៉ទរតយេា្ដតយះ ស ងលាតី អ�រ្ង៉ងមត ះ រមសេះ្ងតយ ីងអងស 
                                                      កេះ្ដល ងបីានយ 

            ្ាេ� � 

              ្ា ដ្ 
           ្ាះ៉ទរ 
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